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Abstract: Visual plagiarism occurs frequently and is often controversial. This paper
conducts an exploratory study to discuss detection criteria and solutions for visual plagiarism. Since visual design involves many fields, considering the ubiquity and diversity
of posters, we explore plagiarism based on poster design. We summarize the eight
main elements which compose a poster artwork and discuss eight factors that influence plagiarism evaluation from two aspects of “Evaluation Standard” and “Evaluation
Method.” We discussed possible solutions based on technology and tools to detect
visual plagiarism better and track artwork, supporting a good online design sharing
environment.
Keywords: Visual Plagiarism; Qualitative Research; Plagiarism Detection

1. Introduction
With the rapid development of the Internet and social media, information transmission has
become faster and more diversified. Increasing accessibility of resources is one of the main
reasons plagiarism has become common (Jereb et al., 2018; Chen & Chou, 2017). Plagiarism
could lead to many consequences, including breaking the law and influencing academic integrity (Stappenbelt, 2012; Tomáš, Norman & Bela, 2019). In addition, plagiarism will infringe on the interests of creators and cause concerns to those who want to share their
works. Many plagiarism detection tools have appeared (Gregory, 2021), but few were based
on visual design projects (Porter, 2010). The study of visual plagiarism can help define plagiarism in artworks better and contribute to the development of detecting tools. In any case,
there are still many challenges to overcome. From which we address below:
• The ambiguity between reference and plagiarism: Imitation and reference
help cultivate visual skills and generate inspiration (Garrett & Robinson, 2012;
Noh et al., 2018), which is necessary during the design process. It is difficult to
judge whether a similar work is created based on reference or plagiarism.
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• The subjectiveness and various definitions: Plagiarism judgment often relies
on subjective experiences (Porter, 2010), and the standards lack uniformity between subjects and circumstances (Garrett & Robinson, 2012).
• The difficulty of developing plagiarism detectors in artwork: Unlike text, using
technology for visual plagiarism detection is inherently difficult due to the semantic gap between the connotation and visual perception (Bowman, 2008;
Porter, 2010).
This study is the first to explore plagiarism criteria based on posters. We hope to propose
plagiarism criteria that can support quantitative analysis and further help to develop technology-based visual plagiarism detection tools. This study focuses on how designers evaluate
plagiarism cases and analyze key evaluation metrics further. The cases we used in the study
are poster design projects, widespread artwork, and easy to plagiarize using graphic design
software.

2. Related work
2.1 How to evaluate visual plagiarism?
What is plagiarism? Most studies define it as "using other's works and pretending original"
or "partially modified other's works without acknowledging" (Simon, 2016; Garrett & Robinson, 2012). There are various plagiarism evaluation methods in the text field. However, existing standards cannot use for visual projects due to the different perceptions of text and visual plagiarism (Simon et al., 2014).
Why is it challenging to evaluate visual plagiarism? As we mentioned, there is an ambiguity
between reference and plagiarism. In the interior design field, the concealment of others'
ideas may be more like inspiration than plagiarism (Alawad, Bettaieb & Malek, 2021). In the
game industry, designers think there is a gray area between plagiarism and reference, and
the reference is often allowed due to the contribution of creative development (Roessel &
Katzenbach, 2020). Although plagiarism evaluation is affected by multiple factors, computers
may play a beneficial role in visual plagiarism with the rapid development of deep learning
technology. Nowadays, computers can "understand" posters (Kim & Suk, 2020) and even
perform aesthetic works (Bo & Zhang, 2018). With clear criteria, the discovery of visual plagiarism may be more manageable.

2.2 How to detect visual plagiarism?
There is a lack of research on visual plagiarism detection tools. The Spot the Difference! Project (Garrett & Robinson, 2012) developed the visual retrieval tool iTrace and tested it in several art schools. The users claimed its value is strongly related to the size of the dataset, and
a broader dataset leads to good results. It is more helpful to define rather than detect plagiarism. Like iTrace, Google Image, TinEye, and Yandex also provide the “search by image”
function. TinEye can accurately find a particular image even it has been cropped, edited, or
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resized. However, these tools based on similarity detection technology cannot support plagiarism detection accurately because they learn the overall feature without any focus. It still
cannot detect some plagiarism which changes visual elements partially.
Some researchers explored the plagiarism problem in other design fields. Norman et al.
(2018) used integrated image analysis methods to detect image plagiarism in academic literature. Farhan et al. (2019) focused on map design, commonly used in architectural design,
with more design restrictions. In fashion design, Lang et al. (2020) defined the detection criteria for fashion plagiarism, mainly focusing on the garment pattern changing, combined
with deep-learning technology to recognize plagiarism clothes. Most of the images mentioned above are different from poster design which is more complicated and has various
ways of plagiarism.
Therefore, the study of plagiarism evaluation standards is necessary to guide computers to
understand plagiarism in the visual design field. Our research question is: How do people
evaluate visual plagiarism? We adopted a qualitative research method to analyze this research question. As the most important stakeholder, we invited designers to discuss plagiarism evaluation.

3. Research on the detection criteria of visual plagiarism
We conducted this study with the focus group like other related works (Power, 2009; Alawad, Bettaieb & Malek, 2020). We organized it in Sep. 2021 and adopted rigorous anti-epidemic measures. Participants signed the informed consent, including video recordings and
disclosing partial demographic. The whole process lasted for 2 hours, and we paid USD 15.7
for everyone, which is higher than the local minimum salary requirement (USD 2.7 per hour).

3.1 Participants
We issued invitations online and selected applicants with some requirements. First, participants with at least five years of professional design education ensure participants have design expertise. Second, participants with at least three months of commercial project experience eliminate the discrepancy due to different design backgrounds (commercial and educational projects) (Porter, 2010). In addition, we selected someone who has experience with
being plagiarized. Some studies show that plagiarism's perception among educators and students is the same (Simon et al., 2014). So, to avoid the power difference in the focus group
(Krueger & Casey, 2000), we only invited students to make the dialogue conducted in a fair
and safe environment (Lvanoff & Hultberg, 2006). We ultimately invited eight graduate students in design, the demographics of the 8 participants are shown in Table 1.

3.2 Procedures
We started with a 10 min presentation to introduce the topic, and we provided a questionnaire consisting of 12 cases to participants. Participants needed to evaluate whether there
were plagiarized works or not. Each case included the original poster and the similar poster,
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and we did not point out which was the original one to make the assessment similar to the
actual situation. We selected cases cautiously to narrow down the influences to results from
cases selection. From groups 1 to 3, the visual similarity gradually decreased, and the cases
in group 3 were vague to discuss: 1) visually identical, 2) visually similar, and 3) concept similar. We provided four instances for each group, including some famous cases (1-1, 2-1, 3-2).
We offered all cases in the appendix.
We needed a poster design-related vocabulary to ensure the discussion was under a unified
definition. Therefore, we compiled a vocabulary from visual design principles and copyright
disputes documents. The final list included eight elements, as shown in Table 2. In the questionnaire part, participants were required to select which elements influenced their judgment, and this part lasted 20 minutes. After that, participants needed to discuss their plagiarism judgment and element selection choices. It lasted 90 minutes.
Table 1. The table shows the demographics of the 8 participants.
Plagiarized
experience

Commercial project experience

NO.

Gender

Age

Education

P1

F

23

5 years of design education No

Interaction Design (6
months)

P2

M

27

7 years of design education No

Interaction Design (2 years)

P3

F

22

5 years of design education No

Interaction Design (6
months)

P4

F

23

5 years of design education No

Animation Design (3 months)

P5

M

23

5 years of design education Yes

Visual Design (3 months)

P6

M

25

7 years of design education Yes

Visual Design (5 months)

P7

F

26

5 years of design education No

Visual Design (2 years)

P8

F

22

5 years of design education No

Interaction Design (3
months)

M=23.88, M=5.5, SD=0.926
Total M
(42.86%), SD=1.885
F (57.14%)

Yes (25%),
No(75%)

At least 3 months, 25% fulltime, 75% internship.

3.3 Result & analysis
Which elements have been mentioned most in plagiarism judgment?
We required participants to choose plagiarized, non-plagiarized, or unclear for each case and
selected 1-3 elements that mainly influenced their evaluation. In this part, we first analyzed
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the elements selection and discussed the plagiarism judgments later. We illustrated statistics
in figure 1. In general, the Main Object was the most frequently mentioned 54 times, followed by Layout (45), Painting Style (41), and Minor Object (35). Textual Information only
has been mentioned five times. Participants discussed the definition and characteristics of
each element in the discussion step. We analyzed the recording files and summarized elements into three groups. Level 1 to 3 represented the high to low importance of plagiarism
judgment elements.
Table 2. The table shows the description of 8 elements.
Elements

Description

Layout

The arrangement of visual objects in an image involves location, balance, visual
path, etc.

Painting style

The distinctive manner permits the grouping of works into related categories and
generally refers to painting techniques, etc.

Theme

The idea that the designer wants to express, including meaning and emotion, etc.

Object category

The objects' category in the image. Such as people, dogs, ancient architecture,
etc.

Textual information Semantic information, including poster title, font type, content, etc.
Color

It includes color composition, colorfulness, color palette, contrast, etc.

Main object

The indispensable core objects. Usually, it can exist as 1-2 main objects in an image.

Minor object

The object plays an auxiliary role and usually is not the essential one.

Level 1 Visual Information: Main Object and minor Object
The Main and Minor Objects account for 89 times (35.5% of the total). The difference between the Main and the Minor Object is whether the element is the essential part of the
work. Two of them appear as the primary visual information, and participants announced
that the main elements could set the overall tone of the work, including the style and emotions of the painting. Therefore, we put them in the first level, which means they are essential elements in plagiarism judgment. Participants felt that it was necessary to compare the
elements' similarities and consider the importance level when evaluating two works.
Level 2 Drawing Techniques: Painting Style, Layout, and Color
These three accounts for 47.7% and are the main elements considered in the plagiarism
evaluation. However, some users mentioned that similar drawing techniques could not be
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the main reason work was plagiarized due to the universality of techniques. Participants felt
that imitation of layout and painting style was permissible during the design process. Also,
these three elements have been mentioned related to the poster's first impression.
Level 3 Conceptual information: Theme, Object category, and Textual Information
Identifying the theme can extract the higher-level conceptual features of the work. 7/8 of
the participants agreed that the objects could partly reflect the work's theme, and the content of Textual Information can also reflect the poster's concepts. Participants noted that
even though the visuals were not similar, the same concept could also be considered plagiarism.

Figure 1. The figure shows the proportion of each element which have been selected during the plagiarism judgement.

What factors will participants consider when assessing plagiarism？
We found that eight elements cannot comprehensively assess plagiarism during participants'
discussions. Participants evaluate plagiarism not only with similarity but also with various
factors. Therefore, two researchers conducted a coding reliability thematic analysis (Braun
et al., 2018). In the first pass, researchers individually reviewed all responses. Every participant provided 1 to 3 answers (M=2) to describe the judgment in each case. We collected 198
responses after removing the useless responses and developed initial codes with them. In
the second pass, we applied the initial codes to 96 responses that were selected randomly,
and then we discussed and integrated similar codes; 14 factors remained in our codebook.
We coded all responses independently in the third pass, and inter-rater reliability was assessed using Cohen's kappa, with k=0.745 indicting substantial agreement (Landis & Koch,
1977). We discussed the final counts in the fourth pass and selected representative quotes
for each code. Finally, we generated two higher-level themes that structured our final codes.
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Eight factors were described as influencing the judgment eight or more times, covering 180
of 198 responses (90.91%), and are the focus of our analysis. Others include Different context (1), Memorable (1), Timespan (2), Same author (3), Open-source material (3), Designability (4), and Complexity (4) were mentioned fewer than five times each. We classified the
eight factors into "Evaluating Standards" and "Evaluating Methods." Evaluating standards
are used to assess similar elements, and Evaluating Methods are used to compromise two
works in an overall view. Figure 2 shows the result of eight factors mentioned in the context
of plagiarized, non-plagiarized or unclear. We will discuss each factor in detail.

Figure 2. The figure shows the number of 8 factors that were mentioned under the context of plagiarized, non-plagiarized, and unclear.

Evaluating Standards
Evaluating standards are mainly used to assess similar elements between two works. It includes Value, Visual Weight, Universality, and Harmony.
•

Value (29): Value is often used to describe the importance of an element, generally announced with "core content, highlights, specialties." "The core content of
this work is the concept, and using traditional myth story characters (P8)". Of
the 29 responses about Value, 18 mentioned that if a similar element was a valuable part of the work, it might cause plagiarized judgment.

•

Visual weight (19): Visual weight is often used to describe the elements which
catch the user's intention at first glance. Participants used words such as "at first
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glance" to describe it: "At first glance, the objects behind the plane are very similar. (P3)". As we mentioned in Value, if a similar element got high visual weight,
it was more likely considered plagiarized work (17/19).
•

Universality (15): Universality refers to a well-known and common paradigm.
Five responses focused on the layout. "Although there is an obvious similarity in
layout, I still think it cannot be judged as plagiarism. It is prevalent. (P1)" Nine of
all responses reported high universality under the non-plagiarism context, and
the others were unclear. Contrary to visual weight, universality negatively influences plagiarism evaluation.

•

Harmony (8): Harmony is used to evaluate the internal structure's logical relationship. Low harmony can be described as "unmatched" or "inexplicable": "The
color combination in image 2 was no reason, and why there was a dog in the
middle? (P5)". The common practice of plagiarism is the stacking of various elements, which lacks overall logic and design harmony, so an apparent "lack of
harmony" will be considered plagiarism-related.

Evaluating Methods
Evaluating methods are used to help users founding the evidence that may exist in plagiarism activities. The Methods are more like evaluating plagiarism from an overall perspective
than Standards. It includes Overall Similarity, Re-creation, Hypothesis Rationality, and Area
Ratio.
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•

Overall Similarity (41): Overall Similarity evaluates the number of similar elements between two works from general perception. "Just considering the similarity of character or background was not enough. However, putting them together can be significant evidence. (P3)". Thirty-one responses announced that
high Overall Similarity was related to plagiarism judgment. An average of 3 similar elements can be considered plagiarism.

•

Hypothesis Reasonable (33): Participants tried to analyze the reasonableness of
the plagiarism path to discuss whether it was plagiarized or referenced: "The
creator may use Photoshop cut out this part because some of the original things
were left. (P6)". During the discussion, four types of plagiarism methods have
been proposed: Intercepting part of visual objects (14), Expanding on the basis
(10), Copying and Re-drawing (6), and Multi-picture Combination (3).

•

Re-creation (26): Because the creation based on other's work is common in artworks, Re-creation can be used as a measure to evaluate the new creation. Participants mentioned that the newly created thing must express some new ideas
from designers; for example, re-painted can be seen as plagiarized because it
cannot express the designer's thinking. A poster with high Re-creation related to
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non-plagiarized judgment (9/26): "The author changed the painting style and
added some objects. Obviously, he has formed his style. (P8)"
•

Area ratio (9): The area ratio describes the size of objects in the poster. A large
area ratio was generally considered high value. However, some unimportant elements also can be assessed as plagiarism due to their high area ratio: "Texts
accounted for a large proportion in this image, it was the main reason why I
chose plagiarism. (P1)", "Although the background was not the main element of
this work, with 70% similarity, it must be considered as plagiarism. (P6)"

We summarized the details in Table 3. The influences on plagiarism judgment could be separated into three different types: positive impacts(+), negative impacts(-), and uncertain impacts(~). For example, if similar elements get a high point in value standard, the possibility of
plagiarism judgment can be higher; if the re-creativity part gets a low point, it is more likely
to have a non-plagiarized judgment. Uncertain effects represent a difficult unification.
Table 3. The table shows the details of eight factors. The representative quote(s) column shows one
typical response; we provide two different quotes with uncertain influence.
Factors

Description

Influence and participants’
selection

Representative quotes

Evaluating Standards
Value

The most valuable part of Higher value-Higher plagia- “The main element is the most
the work. Alternatively,
rized possibility
core and representative content,
some elements could
which has been copied into an(+93.1%)
mainly present the poster.
other work.” (plagiarized)

Visual
weight

The area that attracts the Higher visual weight-Higher
viewer. Often described
plagiarized possibility
with “visual center” and
(+89.4%)
“at first glance.”

“At first glance, the color attracts my attention.” (plagiarized)

Universality

The general paradigm of Higher universality-Lower
elements. For example,
plagiarized possibility
design principles like Sym(-60%)
metrical Layout and Nega- Higher universality-more
tive Space.
unclear (~40%)

“This type of layout is prevalent.” (non-plagiarized)
“Even the themes are the same,
but still hard to say it's plagiarism. Maybe it's just a common
concept.” (unclear)

Harmony

The logical relationship of Higher harmonious-Lower
the internal structure. Low plagiarized possibility (harmony can be described
100%)
as “unreasonable.”

“A man appeared in the middle
of the picture for no reason.”
(plagiarized)

Evaluating Methods
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Overall sim- Evaluating the overall sim- Higher overall similarity“Including color, minor eleilarity
ilarity, how many types of Higher plagiarized possibil- ments, main elements, and even
elements are similar.
ity
themes are the same.” (plagiarized)
(+95%)
Re-creation Evaluating the re-creation Higher re-creation-Lower
parts in the image, includplagiarized possibility
ing visual elements and
(-76.9%)
connotational creativity.

“The background has been replaced, which means innovation.” (non-plagiarized)

Hypothesis
rationality

Evaluating the plagiarism Higher hypothesis rational- “There is a new occlusion in the
rationality during the de- ity-Higher plagiarized possiimage.” (plagiarized)
sign process.
bility (+100%)

Area ratio

Evaluating the area proportion of similar elements in the image.

Higher area ratio-Higher
plagiarized possibility
(+100%)

“A large area of similarity is plagiarized.” (plagiarized)

3.4 Evaluation from professionals
To understand whether the criteria support the plagiarism evaluation well, we invited experts to judge 300 couples of poster designs as plagiarized or non-plagiarized based on our
criteria. The experts who participated in the focus group were divided into four groups randomly. The interrater reliability of every group was assessed using Cohen's kappa, which was
0.78-0.94, indicating substantial agreement. After the judgment, we assigned an interview
step. Each interview lasted 30 minutes to discuss criteria and then recorded and analyzed by
researchers. We summarized the context into three themes.
More explicit boundary: Participants claimed they could evaluate plagiarism more clearly:
"Obviously two works used the same font. However, the text is not important elements, and
area ratio is not high. (P5)". P4 pointed out that the eight elements are helpful to measure
plagiarized works.
To inspire multiple methods: Participants claimed that the criteria provide them with more
inspiration: "These factors inspired new standards for plagiarism evaluation, such as harmony, which is a good point, and I have not noticed it before. (P2)", "Each of those factors
may become to the main reason for plagiarism judging. Considering multi-factors can provide an assessment comprehensively. (P6)"
Help designers with creativity: Participants pointed out that the criteria could help check infringement during the design process, especially for novice designers. "Reference and inspiration are inevitable in the design process. We also need to consider whether our works will
be infringed. (P3)".
Participants tend to synthesize 2 to 4 factors when evaluating plagiarism, and all of them assess plagiarism from a single comparison to an overall perspective. Participants have different tendencies; for example, participant 1 used hypothesis rationality and overall similarity
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for judgment, and participant 3 preferred to use universality to discuss plagiarism. The differences may be related to the diverse knowledge background.

4. Discussion
4.1 What factors affect the judgment of plagiarism?
In the first step, we discussed eight elements and ranked them into three import levels.
However, in different projects, the result could be different. For example, color combination
is the most important in package design (Amin et al., 2016) and background in movie posters
(Kim, Kim & Suk, 2019). The main reason why visual similarity detection cannot deal with
plagiarism tasks was the inadequate feature description. With the eight elements, computers can understand artwork better.
In the second step, we were focused on the evaluation process to discuss which factors further influence plagiarism judgment. We divided eight factors into four Evaluating Standards
and Evaluating Methods. Value has been mentioned most frequently, so it is essential to analyze valuable parts to protect them from dealing with plagiarism. Some factors negatively
impact plagiarism assessment, like Universality. Among the four Evaluation Methods, Overall
Similarity comparison and Hypothesis Reasonability are mentioned frequently. The Hypothesis method has a significant professional background because it is based on the design process, and it provides a new sight to detect plagiarism.
Some Evaluation Methods have not been discussed in chapter 3, such as Public resources.
Similar to Pupovac et al. (2008), plagiarizing from internet resources in the public domain is
acceptable. Participants pointed out that the individual painting styles can be a detecting criterion to distinguish public resources. Also, "Impression" is a suitable evaluation method.
When a poster reminds the viewer of another's work, there is a high possibility of plagiarism.
Similar to a study from Alawad et al. (2021), "Confusion" is also why people suspect plagiarism. When participants see work A and think about it as work B, the similarity between the
two artworks may indicate plagiarism.
We suggest using 2-4 factors to assess plagiarism, including standards and methods. For example, two standards are used to score the similarity among different elements and then
add two different evaluating methods to assess comprehensively. Various projects can use
different combinations. For example, the Harmony and Hypothesis Reasonable may be more
important than others because the visual similarity is less critical than idea design in public
posters. In the future, various method combinations can be proposed.

4.2 What methods can assist in plagiarism detection?
How can we let the computer better understand a poster?
We proposed eight elements that can be used to describe poster features. With the development of artificial intelligence technology in recent years, understanding artwork is no
longer complicated (Castellano & Vessio, 2021). Of these eight elements, the studies on
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Color were most common. The CIELab color space (Hasler & Suesstrunk, 2003) has been
widely used to recognize colorfulness. In addition, the K-mean method can extract a color
palette (Kim & Suk, 2020), a usual method used in the design field to record meaningful
color features in an artwork (Jahanian et al., 2017). The objective recognition technology
(Zhao et al., 2019) can identify Object Category and detect their location (Crowley & Zisserman, 2016; Gonthier et al., 2019). However, objective recognition is not yet feasible for understanding humanized graphics such as animal characters common in poster design (Kim &
Suk, 2020). Character Region Awareness can identify Textual Information (Beak et al., 2019).
CNN, Convolutional Neural Network is a deep feedforward neural network that significantly
improves various visual tasks. Primarily, it can be used to recognize painting style(Shen, Efros
& Aubry, 2019), emotion analysis(Wilber et al., 2017), and layout detection(Kim & Suk,
2020).
How to make the computer better understand the evaluation factors?
Like detecting elements, various technologies can detect visual weight and overall features
(Fukui et al., 2019; Li, LV & Tang, 2019). Establishing a general principle can help evaluate
universality (Demir et al., 2021). However, it is not easy to define value and harmony.
Whether an element is precious or not is usually built after an expert design analysis experience. Among the evaluation methods, the Area Ratio can be calculated using objective
recognition, and the Re-creation can be evaluated by comparing the partial similarity
(Thyagharajan & Kalaiarasi, 2021). The Hypothesis Rationality integrated the higher design
professional experience related to the design process. It can be analyzed with overlapping
objects and the coverage relationship.

4.3 Standard setting and design ethics
Although sharing a design work on social media may come with the risk of plagiarism, sharing can bring many benefits to authors. For example, artists exchange experiences through
the Internet, collaborate with other designers, or obtain financial benefits through endorsements (Vrontis et al.,2021). Art thieves take the designer's achievements as their own, sell
them privately or produce commodities for profit. When the online sharing environment becomes more secure, designers can confidently share their work and design experience.
The development of criteria is necessary. Most importantly, it can help technicians better
develop plagiarism detection tools. Detecting tools can deter potential thieves, which can
decrease the cases of plagiarism. This also benefits both designers and businesses. For designers, detection tools can help better detect works that have been infringed, such as adding automatic plagiarism retrieval. It can also be used as a testimony in plagiarism disputes.
Moreover, designers need criteria to ensure not to create infringing work. For enterprises,
standards can help foster good professional ethics. Like Buwert's (2018) study, the principles
can function in a regulatory manner for practitioners to reflect and change their behavior
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and promote professional ethics throughout the industry. It is also essential to cultivate design ethics before students enter their careers in the university. While the broader design
ethics involves many aspects, the ethics we discussed here are based on creativity: respecting others' work and not creating infringing works.
However, there are still some concerns. Firstly, do plagiarists use detection tools to update
plagiarism methods? The potential criteria may permit any behavior not explicitly prohibited
(Buwert, 2018). Specifically, they may use the detecting tool to adjust their plagiarism approach, making plagiarism harder to detect. It implies that anything not contained in standards is not an ethical problem. Second, will this tool create excessive regulation, which may
affect innovation? Game designers often do not want strict copyright protection (Roessel, L.,
& Katzenbach, C. 2020). In the fashion industry, designers hope for an open-source environment to encourage innovation (Raustiala & Sprigma, 2012). Facing the trend of sharing and
open source, designers should balance protecting their interests and motivating innovation
development. We oppose thieves stealing others' work for profit, whether financial or reputational, which is the original intention of discussing plagiarism. Nevertheless, we encourage
designers to share experiences positively impacting innovation and design education.
At the same time, we re-emphasize that the criteria and detection tools should be used as
an aid. The main reason is that the criteria changed dynamically. For example, the high similarity is acceptable during the early design training because students acquire drawing skills
through imitation. However, in the latter study, students must have higher creativity and
higher strictness of plagiarism. Also, the requirements for the different courses will be different. In some courses cooperating with enterprises requires strict plagiarism judgment. Simultaneously, plagiarism assessment of artworks relies on expert experience. Whether a work
is plagiarized needs to be considered from many aspects, including the same designer, tribute, et al. Therefore, the development of plagiarism tools should focus on auxiliary judgments.

4.3 Limitations
There are still many limitations in our study. First, others may influence participants during
the focus group (Krueger & Casey, 2000). Although we acquired each participant's opinions
to minimize the impact, it was still unavoidable. Second, plagiarism discussions based on the
poster design may differ from other design projects. In product design or packaging design
project, which is three-dimensional products, the applicability still needs to be studied. We
provided participants with eight elements to describe posters in our experiments. However,
those may limit participants' thinking.
We provided participants with 12 sets of cases that could impact the statistics. For example,
there was a gap of 33 times between Textual Information and Main Object. The statistics
may relate to the plagiarism techniques in the 12 cases we provided. Therefore, we classified
them into three important levels. Future research can expand the type and number of cases
to analyze the statistical relationship.
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Meanwhile, different research results may be obtained under the same approach but with
different participants. Most of our participants are from academia, excluding other participants who have experienced copyright disputes with different needs. We conducted the
study in China. Most of the cases were selected based on Chinese culture to ensure that participants were familiar with the background. Those cases with traditional cultural elements
and stories may lead to different views from different cultural backgrounds (Haitch, 2016;
Stappenbelt, 2012). We can increase the cultural diversity of the participants in future work.

5. Conclusion
To discuss the main factors for evaluating visual plagiarism, we first propose eight elements
for analyzing posters. Then we debated four Evaluating Standards and four Evaluating Methods. This study is the first to discuss how visual elements influence the evaluation of plagiarism and present detection criteria for poster plagiarism. We discussed the possible development of technology-based visual plagiarism detection tools. With the development of digitalization, visual plagiarism may have a sharp increase. Intellectual property protection programs need to adapt to the rapid changes quickly. We plan to continue the study on visual
plagiarism detection and promote a better-sharing online environment in our future work.
Acknowledgments: This work is supported by The National Key Research and Development Program of China (2019YFB1405702).
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Appendix
12 cases of plagiarism
Type 1: Visually identical

Type 2: Visually similar
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Type 3: Concept similar

All images are downloaded from the Internet and used for academic research only.
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